ABSTRACT

Cyclops is a new vertex-oriented graph-parallel framework for writing distributed graph analytics. Unlike existing distributed graph computation models, Cyclops retains simplicity and computation-efficiency by synchronously computing on a distributed immutable view, which grants a vertex with read-only access to all its neighboring vertices. The view is provided via read-only replication of vertices for edges spanning machines during a graph cut. Cyclops follows a centralized computation model by assigning a master vertex to update and propagate the value to its replicas unidirectionally in each iteration, which can significantly reduce messages and avoid contention on replicas. Being aware of the pervasively available multicore-based clusters, Cyclops is further extended with a hierarchical processing model, which aggregates messages and replicas in a single multicore machine and transparently decomposes each worker into multiple threads on-demand for different stages of computation.

We have implemented Cyclops based on an open-source Pregel clone called Hama. Our evaluation using a set of graph algorithms on an in-house multicore cluster shows that Cyclops outperforms Hama from 2.06X to 8.69X and 5.95X to 23.04X using hash-based and Metis partition algorithms accordingly, due to the elimination of contention on messages and hierarchical optimization for the multicore-based clusters. Cyclops (written in Java) also has comparable performance with PowerGraph (written in C++) despite the language difference, due to the significantly lower number of messages and avoided contention.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Graph-structured computation has become increasingly popular due to its emerging adoption in a wide range of areas including social computation, web search, natural language processing and recommendation systems. With the continually increasing scale and complexity of graph dataset, it is vital to effectively express and efficiently process large-scale graph dataset, while allowing users to trivially write graph-processing programs and reason about the correctness.

The strong desire of efficient and expressive programming models for graph-structured computation has recently driven the development of several graph-parallel programming models and runtime such as Pregel [24] and its open-source alternatives [2, 1, 30], GraphLab [23, 22] and a hybrid approach called PowerGraph [12]. Basically, they encapsulate computation as vertex-oriented programs, but follow different approaches in interactions between vertices, i.e., synchronous message passing [24] vs. asynchronous shared memory [23].

As a large graph inevitably needs to be partitioned among multiple machines, we believe the following three properties are critical to a graph processing system: 1) expressiveness and programmer-friendliness so that it is not difficult to write and reason about a graph algorithm, even if it is distributed; 2) computation-efficiency so that the computation overhead is small; 3) communication-efficiency so that there won’t be large amount of messages among machines and heavy contentions among messages. However, none of the above graph engines hold all the three properties. Pregel and its variants are easy to program but not computation and communication efficient as they lack support of dynamic computation and incur a lot of redundant messages. GraphLab is harder to program due to its asynchronous programming model and there is non-trivial overhead due to distributed vertex scheduling and locking. PowerGraph, which performs the best among these graph systems, requires extensive messages among machines due to distributing computation among replicated vertices.

In this paper, we describe Cyclops, a vertex-oriented graph-parallel model for distributed environment. Cyclops departs from the BSP (bulk synchronous parallel) model [32] in providing synchronous computation, but additionally introduces a key abstraction called distributed immutable view that provides a shared-memory abstraction to graph algorithms. To provide such a view, Cyclops replicates vertices for inter-partition edges across a partitioned graph in a cluster and only grants the master vertex with write access, whose updates will be propagated to its replicas unidirectionally at the end of each superstep (i.e., iteration). To provide computation efficiency, Cyclops grants a vertex with read-only access to all its neighbors using shared memory. As a result, a pro-
grammer can easily write a distributed graph algorithm with local semantics.

Unlike prior work (e.g., PowerGraph [12]) that distributes computation among multiple replicas of a vertex, Cyclops follows a centralized computation model such that only a master vertex does the computation and sends messages to its replicas. This is based on our evaluation that many real graphs [27, 15] do not exhibit extremely high skewed power-law distribution such that one machine cannot accommodate the computation over one vertex. Hence, it may not always be worthwhile to distribute graph computation for a single vertex among multiple machines, which causes excessive message exchanges (usually more than 5X than Cyclops, section 6.12). In contrast, there is only one unidirectional message from the replica master to each of its replicas in Cyclops, and thus there is no contention in receiving messages.

Further, being aware of the hierarchical parallelism and locality in a multicore-based cluster, Cyclops is extended with a hierarchical processing model that transparently decomposes each worker into several threads on-demand in a superstep, which is hard or impossible on the general BSP model. This significantly reduces the amount of replicas and messages within a single machine, and fully harnesses the CPU and network resources.

We have implemented Cyclops based on Hama [2], a popular open-source clone of Pregel. Cyclops mostly retains the programming interface and fault tolerance model of Hama so that most existing graph algorithms for Hama can be trivially ported to Cyclops. Our evaluation results using a set of popular graph algorithms such as PageRank [5], Alternating Least Squares, Single Source Shortest Path, and Community Detection, show that Cyclops outperforms Hama ranging from 2.06X to 8.69X on a 6-machine cluster (each machine having 12 cores and 64 GB memory) using the default hash-based graph partition algorithm. When integrating a better graph partition algorithm (i.e., Metis [20]), Cyclops achieves a significantly larger speedup over Hama, ranging from 5.95X to 23.04X. We further show that Cyclops performs comparably with PowerGraph for PageRank on different graphs, despite the fact that Cyclops is based on a worse baseline (execution efficiency due to managed runtime, poor object serialization and inferior RPC library). The reason is that PowerGraph has 5.5X messages compared to Cyclops.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- The distributed immutable view abstraction that allows efficient graph computation and distributed activation (Section 3).

- An optimization that exploits the hierarchical parallelism and locality of multicore clusters (Section 5).

- An implementation based on Hama (Section 4) and a thorough evaluation on Cyclops that confirms the efficiency and effectiveness of Cyclops (Section 6).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of BSP, and discusses issues with prior graph computation models. Section 3 describes the graph computation model of Cyclops and its overall execution flow. Section 4 describes system implementation of Cyclops, followed by the hierarchical optimization in section 5. Section 6 presents the performance evaluation results. Section 7 describes the remaining related work. Finally, we conclude the paper with a brief discussion on future work in section 8.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section first briefly introduces the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model and the Pregel framework. Then, we examine issues with other graph programming models like GraphLab and PowerGraph.

2.1 Pregel and BSP

Pregel [24] and its open-source clones [2, 1] are built on the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [32] programming model and use pure message passing to exchange updates among vertices. The Pregel framework mostly only requires programmers to provide a compute function for each vertex to implement a graph algorithm. Figure 1 uses a flow chart to illustrate an outline of the BSP model, which expresses the program as a sequence of supersteps. In each superstep, each vertex receives messages in the previous superstep from its neighbors, updates its local value using the user-defined compute function and sends messages to its neighbors. There is a global barrier between two consecutive supersteps where messages are aggregated and delivered to vertices. Figure 2 illustrates the pseudo-code of the PageRank algorithm using the BSP model. The compute function sums up the ranks of incoming vertices through the received messages, and sets it as the new rank of current vertex. The new rank will also be sent to its neighboring vertices by messages until a global convergence estimated by a distributed aggregator is reached or the number of supersteps exceeds a threshold.

```java
public void compute(Iterator msgs) {
    double sum = 0, value;
    while (msgs.hasNext())
        sum += msgs.next();
    value = 0.15 / numVertices + 0.85 * sum;
    setValue(value);
    double error = getGlobalError();
    if (error > epsilon)
        sendMessageToNeighbors(value / numEdges);
    else
        voteToHalt();
}
```

Figure 2: The compute function of PageRank using the BSP model

2.2 Issues with the BSP model

Though the BSP model has been successfully shown by Pregel to be a simple and effective alternative to handle large-scale graph processing applications, it also comes with some deficiencies in performance and accuracy. In the following, we will use the PageRank, the original example in the Pregel paper, on GoogleWeb dataset [27] as an example to illustrate potential issues with performance and accuracy.
2.2.1 Computation Efficiency

The BSP model described in PageRank proactively pushes values by message passing in each superstep. However, some algorithms like PageRank are essentially pull-mode algorithm\(^1\), where a vertex needs to collect all values from its neighboring vertices to compute the new rank. The algorithm shown in Figure 2 actually relies on the programmer to ask the framework to proactively fetch messages before the computation can continue. This unfortunately requires all neighboring vertices of a non-convergent vertex to be alive just to send (redundant) messages, even if the neighbors have converged in a very early superstep.

For many pull-mode algorithms, however, the convergence of vertices is usually asymmetric, where a majority of vertices converge in the first few iterations. Consequently, a large fraction of time is wasted to repeatedly compute over converged vertices and send messages with the same values. Figure 3(1) shows the number of vertices converged in each superstep for PageRank algorithm on GoogleWeb [27]. In the BSP model, about 20% vertices converge after the first two supersteps, and the majority of the vertices converge in less than 16 supersteps.

2.2.2 Communication Efficiency

The BSP model focuses on parallelizing computation using bulk synchronization, which avoids potential contention on sharing vertices. However, the communication overhead dominates the execution time in a distributed environment. For example, the PageRank spends more than 50% execution time on sending and parsing messages in our test environment. Figure 3(2) also shows that the ratio of messages with the same value in each superstep. After 14 supersteps, there are more than 30% redundant messages in each superstep.

The communication in the BSP model allows multiple vertices to simultaneously send updates to a single vertex, which may result in contention in the receiving end. Even if the updates from the same machine can be combined, the contention from different machines is still inevitable. Further, the combiner should only be used for commutative and associative operations. Figure 4 provides an example of the communication cost for each iteration on partitioned graph for vertex 1 in different models. In the BSP model, the message enqueue operation should be protected by a lock. Usually, a system may use a global queue for all vertices to improve the locality of enqueue operations on batched messages, thus a global lock would significantly degrade the performance of communication.

\(^1\) Informally, in a pull-mode algorithm, a vertex will proactively fetch values from its neighboring vertices to compute; a push-mode algorithm instead lets a vertex passively wait for messages from its neighboring vertices and only become active to compute upon receiving a message.

2.2.3 Convergence Detection

The termination condition of a BSP job depends on all vertices converging to an error bound and voting to halt, which means that the update of value is less than an epsilon defined by user. For pull-mode algorithms written in BSP, since all vertices must be alive in each superstep, the system cannot detect convergence through liveliness of vertices. Hence, an application usually uses a distributed aggregator to estimate the global error (the average error of live vertices), and relies on it to determine whether to terminate the job or not.

However, there are several issues with such a convergence detection approach. First, the aggregator adds extra overhead to each superstep, since it has to apply an aggregation function to live vertices and gather results to the master. This may easily become a scalability bottleneck. Second, the global error is a relatively coarse-grained parameter, and thus a user cannot exactly control the proportion of converged vertices. Specifically, an algorithm using the same global error bound may get a diverse proportion of convergence with different datasets. For example, the proportion of converged vertices of the PageRank algorithm on Google Web and Amazon dataset [27] with the same error ($\epsilon = 10^{-10}$) is 94.9% and 87.7% respectively, according to our evaluation. Finally, as all vertices are alive in each superstep, the converged vertices may be still repeatedly computed and contribute little or even zero impact to the accumulated global error. The excessive number of converged vertices not only wastes a large number of computation and network resources, but also falsely converges some important vertices with still large error values.

Figure 3(3) shows the final errors of all vertices when the global error ($\epsilon = 10^{-10}$) is reached. The vertices are sorted by their rank values (a lower rank means a higher rank value), which means the importance of vertex. The vertices above the red line mean that they are still not converged yet. All non-converged vertices reside centrally on the upper-left corner, which is the important area due to their high rank values. A large number of vertices are with zero error values, which sink to the bottom of the figure. Hence, using global error convergence detection may cause significant accuracy issues in graph computation.

2.3 Issues with Other Models

GraphLab follows an asynchronous distributed shared memory programming model by allowing a vertex to directly read and update the values of its neighbors, which may result in relatively efficient convergence [4]. However, programmers need to understand the consistency model, and the execution on GraphLab is non-deterministic in essence, making it hard to debug and diagnose correctness and performance bugs. Further, the performance overhead due to distributed vertex scheduling and locking for consistency may reduce the improvement from the elimination of the global barrier and allowing direct vertex access using shared mem-
ory. As shown in Figure 4, to compute over vertex 1, it first locks itself and then asks all its neighboring vertices (may through replicas) to be locked using distributed vertex locks before computation. Finally, GraphLab enforces all operations on vertices in a pure local fashion, thus it requires to create duplicate replicas for each edge spanning machines and demands bidirectional messages (i.e., sending update from master to replicas and activation from replicas to master). In Figure 4, the edge from vertex 1 to vertex 4 appears in both machines and incurs two replicas. The replica 4 implements local activation for vertex 1, while the replica 1 implements local access for vertex 4. Due to bidirectional communication, vertex 1 may receive multiple activation messages from its replicas. Hence, there may be contention on vertex 1 and it requires a lock to coordinate message receiving.

PowerGraph [12] abstracts computation as Gather, Apply and Scatter (GAS), in which a vertex collects messages from its replicas, computes its new value and sends the new value to all its replicas, and ask all its replicas to activate their neighboring vertices. As shown in Figure 4, it takes three rounds of bidirectional message passing between a master and its replicas in each iteration to support the GAS model. The major benefit is that this can decompose the computation of an extremely skewed vertex in natural graphs to multiple machines. However, the bidirectional message passing between a master and replicas also results in contention when multiple replicas send messages to the master in the Gather and Scatter phase. Further, the GAS model requires about 5 messages for each replica of the vertex in one iteration (2 for Gather, 1 for Apply and 2 for Scatter), which significantly degrades the performance.

3. DISTRIBUTED IMMUTABLE VIEW

Being aware of the deficiency with prior systems, we describe Cyclops, a synchronous graph processing model that departs from the BSP model implemented in Pregel, and combines the best features from both GraphLab and PowerGraph. From GraphLab, Cyclops borrows direct memory access through vertex replicas to avoid redundant computation and messages. From PowerGraph, Cyclops borrows distributed activation to avoid duplicate replicas and bidirectional communication.

At the heart of Cyclops is the distributed immutable view abstraction, which presents a graph application with the view of the entire graph right before the beginning of each superstep. Unlike Pregel that requires message passing to push updates to neighboring vertices, the view grants a vertex with read-only access to its neighboring vertices through shared memory, thus providing local semantics to programmers. The immutable view abstraction still retains the synchronous and deterministic nature of the BSP model. Unlike GraphLab that limits replicas to single purpose (i.e., access or activation), the replicas in distributed immutable view also bear the task of distributed activation of vertices, thus avoiding the messages from replicas to its master. Hereby, distributed immutable view only requires one round one-way message from master to its replicas, and thus is immune from contention among messages.

In the rest of this section, we will use the PageRank algorithm as a running example and describe the programming interface, graph organization, vertex computation, message passing and execution model in Cyclops.

3.1 Programming Interface

Cyclops mostly retains the programming interface of BSP implemented in Pregel (see Figure 2). The key difference is that instead of using message passing to receive updates from its neighboring vertices, Cyclops relies on shared memory access to directly read the values from its neighboring vertices. Further, Cyclops uses a local error detection scheme instead of using the average error from all vertices, thus a vertex will deactivate itself by default and only become active again upon receiving activation signal.

Figure 5 shows an example implementation of the compute function of PageRank in Cyclops. In contrast to the implementation in Figure 2, the iterator of messages is no longer necessary, but instead the application directly reads values from neighboring vertices provided by the distributed immutable view. Hence, Cyclops no longer requires keeping all vertices alive for sending messages. Further, it no longer relies on the global error but instead uses the local error to decide whether to activate neighboring vertices. By default, a vertex will deactivate itself and only become active again upon receiving activation signal at the end of each superstep.

3.2 Graph Organization

The program state in the BSP model is modeled as a directed graph, which is split into multiple partitions and assigned to multiple workers. Each worker is in charge of running the compute function on local vertices in parallel. Since a graph is partitioned, the communication between vertices is performed by message passing.

Similarly, the graph in Cyclops is also split and assigned to workers. However, to provide a distributed immutable view for each vertex, Cyclops maintains a read-only replica of each vertex for edges spanning machines during a graph cut. This makes sure that there is always a read-only memory reference for a partitioned graph in each machine. In each superstep, only the master vertex may be scheduled to execute the compute function, while replicas are just one-way synchronized by its master vertex at the end of each superstep.

Figure 6 shows a sample graph with six vertices, which is split and assigned to three workers. In the BSP model (Part A), for example, the worker 2 would run the compute function on vertex 3
with messages from vertices 1, 4, and 6, and send two messages to vertices 2 and 4. In contrast, the compute function on vertex 3 in Cyclops (Part B) may directly read data from vertex 4 and replicas 1 and 6, and synchronize data with replica 3 in worker 1.

3.3 Vertex Computation

Vertex computation in the BSP model is presented in the form of user-defined compute functions. The compute function can be executed in parallel, as it is only allowed to inspect and modify the data of the current vertex, including the value and edges. In addition, all external information is obtained by messages as parameters, which should be sent in the previous superstep. Accordingly, the messages sent by the compute function will arrive before the forthcoming superstep.

Rather than using message passing, Cyclops provides a distributed immutable view of the previous superstep to each vertex like the scope in GraphLab [22]. However, the immutable view is synchronous, and thus the compute function can freely access it in read-only mode without worrying about consistency issues. Based on the immutable view, Cyclops naturally implements dynamic computation to support pull-mode algorithms. The compute function can directly access values of neighbors, even if they have converged and are inactive.

As shown in Figure 6, vertex 3 in the BSP model (Part C) maintains information (e.g., the unique identifier) of outgoing neighbors (vertices 2 and 4) for sending messages, and messages from incoming neighbors (vertices 1, 4 and 6). In Cyclops (Part D), the references of incoming neighbors (vertices 1, 4 and 6) are stored to in-edges of vertex 3, which provide an immutable view to the compute function on vertex 3. Note that the references of vertices 1 and 6 are pointed to the replicas, since they are the remote vertices. The rest edges of vertex 3 are used to activate local vertices and synchronize with its replicas.

3.4 Message Passing

In the BSP model, message passing is used both to transfer data and to activate vertices. It results in the contention on message enqueue, and a large number of redundant computation and message passing for converged vertices in pull-mode algorithms.

In Cyclops, the data movement between adjacent vertices is decoupled from message passing as data transfer between them is performed by shared memory access. Cyclops uses a distributed approach to implement vertex activation by using a master vertex to send activation requests together with values to propagate to its replicas. As the remote worker with outgoing neighbors of current vertex must have a replica of vertex, each vertex and its replicas are responsible for activating its local outgoing neighbors.

The only message required in Cyclops is used to synchronize replicas with their master vertices in each superstep. It guarantees each replica only receiving at most one message, thus there is no protection mechanisms in message passing of Cyclops. For the sample graph in Figure 4, all messages could be served in parallel in Cyclops.

In Figure 6, the out-edges of vertex 3 in the BSP model (Part C) are used to send message to outgoing neighbors (vertices 2 and 4) regardless of whether they are in local or remote workers. In Cyclops (Part D), vertex 3 maintains the location (worker 1) of replica for synchronization. The local out-edges to vertices 4 and 2 maintained in vertex 3 and its replica are used for distributed activation.

3.5 Execution Model

The BSP execution model uses a separate ingress phase to load and split a directed graph from the underlying file system. The input graph is split by a distributed graph partitioning heuristic (e.g., random hashing, Metis [20]) into multiple partitions and assigned to workers. The execution phase of the BSP model presents as a single loop of supersteps. Each superstep consists of four sequential operations: message parsing (PRS), vertex computation (CMP), message sending (SND) and global barrier (SYN). At the beginning of each superstep, while there are messages or vertices alive, the worker parses messages received in the last superstep and uses them to activate vertices. After that, all active vertices execute user-defined compute function, and send messages to neighbors. A vertex deactivates itself by voting to halt. Before entering the global barrier, all messages sent in current superstep should be transmitted to destination.

Cyclops follows a similar execution model. Each worker executes the compute function on active master vertices, which pulls data from neighbors through shared memory access. The modification on non-converged vertices results in synchronization messages from master to replicas. Because the messages are directly used to update replicas and activate local neighbors in parallel by receiv-
ing threads, Cyclops does not require the message parsing before vertex computation.

Figure 6 illustrates four consecutive operations intercepted from two connected supersteps. The two execution flows are similar (Part E and F), except for messages. The workers in the BSP model send and parse messages from vertices to its outgoing neighbors (e.g., from vertex 3 to vertices 2 and 4). In contrary, the worker in Cyclops only sends the messages and update the replicas (e.g., vertex 3 to replica 3).

3.6 Fault Tolerance

The fault tolerance mechanism used in Pregel is based on checkpoint and restore. After each global barrier, workers can save the states of their graph partition to underlying storage layer (e.g., HDFS). The necessary state consists of superstep count, vertex values, edge values and messages. This is much simpler than an asynchronous shared memory system like GraphLab, which requires an eventual consistent checkpoint algorithm [8]. Cyclops follows a similar mechanism used in Pregel, except that workers does not require to save the replicas and messages.

4. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

We have implemented Cyclops and its optimizations based on Apache Hama [2], a popular clone of Pregel implemented in Java. Cyclops adds around 2,800 SLOCs to Hama. Cyclops is mostly compatible with the interfaces and graph processing in Hama. However, there are a few differences to support the distributed immutable view in Cyclops.

4.1 Message Passing

Hama splits the vertex computation and message passing to avoid interference. As shown in Figure 4, all messages are cached in a global out-queue before sending. To improve the network utilization, Hama combines the messages sent to the same vertex if possible, and bundles the messages sent to the same worker in one package. Further, Hama uses a global in-queue to temporally store all messages to exploit locality of enqueue operations, and parses messages to each vertex at the beginning of next superstep. The enqueue operations from multiple receiving threads should be serialized to avoid contention.

In Cyclops model, the replica only receives at most one message, thus we optimize message passing to directly update replicas in parallel by multiple receiving threads. The message combining and parsing are no longer necessary. To further improve the locality, Cyclops groups replicas according to the location of its master, and sorts replicas within group at graph ingress. Cyclops uses multiple sub-queues to separately cache messages sent to different workers, and sorts the messages in bundle before sending.

4.2 Graph Partition

Cyclops is orthogonal to the graph partition algorithms and the default partition algorithm (i.e., hash partition) can be used directly without changes to Cyclops. However, as the graph partition quality may affect the amount of replicas in Cyclops, using a better partition algorithm may generate a balanced edge-cut. This may easily assign vertices to workers and reduce the number of inter-partition edges, thus reduces the amount of replicas and replica synchronization messages. Hence, we additionally implement the Metis [20] partition algorithm that tries to minimize inter-partition edges and balance the vertices among partitions. In section 6.6, we will show that this may result in significant performance boost.

4.3 Graph Ingress

The in-memory graph organization is slightly different from that in Hama due to the need for creating replicas, adding in-edges and local out-edges for all vertices to maintain the distributed immutable view for the compute function. To avoid unnecessary burden for programmer, Cyclops maintains compatibility of the input file format with Hama, but instead reuses the ingress phase to load and split graph.

In addition to the ingress phase in Hama, Cyclops adds its own ingress phase to create replicas and add in-edges and local out-edges. This is done by letting each vertex to send a message to its out-edges. Each vertex will create a replica for the sending vertex upon receiving a remote message when such a replica is not created yet. It will further create an in-edge from the replica to a local out-edge of the replica to itself. This is essentially a superstep in Hama.

4.4 Convergence Detection

Cyclops supports the original global aggregation based convergence detection. However, as we discussed in section 2.2.3, using such a global error to indicate whether the graph processing has converged may cause accuracy problems. Hence, we further add a fine-grained convergence detection scheme by counting the proportion of converged vertices, which is more suitable for the dynamic computation nature of many graph algorithms.

5. HIERARCHICAL GRAPH PROCESSING WITH CYCLOPS

With the prevalence of multicore-based clusters, the two-level hierarchical organization raises new challenges and opportunities to design and implement an efficient large-scale graph processing framework. To our knowledge, Pregel and its open-source clones like Hama currently are oblivious to the underlying hardware topology and use a uniform way to manage all workers.

Inspired by the hierarchical-BSP model [6], we apply a hierarchical design to exploit such parallelism and locality, which is called CyclopsMT. CyclopsMT uses a three-level scheme to organize tasks: the main task in superstep (level 0) is first partitioned into machines in cluster (level 1), and the worker in each machine further partitions the task to multiple threads running on multicore hardware (level 2). At any time, only the last-level threads perform tasks. Their parents, i.e., the workers in higher levels, just wait until all their child threads finish their tasks. Note that, CyclopsMT still preserves the synchronous and deterministic computation nature in Cyclops, as all threads sharing the same parent synchronize with each other at the end of each superstep.

However, it is non-trivial to parallelize tasks in each superstep using multi-thread for BSP model. This is because the message operations in each superstep have poor locality and heavy contention.
Figure 8: The architecture of hierarchical Cyclops (CyclopsMT)

For message parsing, trivially splitting received messages to multiple threads may result in heavy contention on destination vertices, especially when a large number of messages are delivered to the same vertex. For message sending, using a separate queue to buffer messages for each thread is harmful to message batching and aggregation.

In Cyclops, fortunately, the data movement between vertices is decoupled from message passing, and thus the messages are only sent from master vertices to their replicas and there are no duplicate replicas in the destination. This opens opportunities of parallelizing each superstep in Cyclops. Hence, CyclopsMT adopts a split design to parallelize computation on master vertex and message passing to replicas in each superstep, and to exploit the locality of communication and synchronization without contention.

Figure 5 illustrates how CyclopsMT parallelizes all operations in a superstep. For vertex computation, all vertices are evenly mapped to multiple threads and are executed fully in parallel. The vertex activation requests in the compute function are treated differently. The remote activation is delayed to message sending during replica synchronization, while the local activation is performed immediately by setting the corresponding incoming edge of destination vertex, which is a lock-free operation.

In the message sending phase, all updated vertices with replicas need to send synchronization messages. The remote activation requests will be combined with synchronization messages. Since there are no duplicate messages sent to the same destination replica, message combination is no longer required. Private out-queues are used to reduce the contention on underlying network hardware.

In the message receiving phase, multiple message receivers are launched to exploit the parallelism. Because there are no duplicate messages sent to the same replica, the update operation on replica is lock-free and non-blocking. However, with the growing number of threads within one worker, too many message receivers would result in heavy contention on underlying network hardware. The improvement is also devoured by the workload imbalance of message receivers.

CyclopsMT support separately configure the parallelism of vertex computation and message passing according to different behavior of algorithm and workloads. In Figure 5, CyclopsMT launches 4 working threads to compute master vertices in parallel, and 2 message receivers to receive messages and update replicas.

Finally, with the growing number of participants, the performance overhead of global barrier rapidly increases. Hierarchical design in CyclopsMT provides a natural solution to reduce the overhead. The main thread represented as the whole worker performs distributed protocol of a global barrier, and the rest of threads wait on a local barrier. The hierarchical barrier reduces the number of messages and the latency of communication.

6. EVALUATION

This section evaluates Cyclops and its optimizations against the baseline system Hama using four typical graph algorithms: PageRank (PR), Alternating Least Squares (ALS), Community Detection (CD) and Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP). The first three are pull-mode algorithms, while the fourth one is a push-mode algorithm.

6.1 Overview of Tested Graph Algorithms

PageRank [5] (PR): It is a widely-used and well-studied graph algorithm. A web page’s rank is computed as a weighted sum of all its incoming neighbors’ rank value. In graph-parallel models, each vertex receives messages from all its incoming neighbors to compute its new rank and send the new value to all its outgoing neighbors. Since a vertex needs to gather data from all its neighbors, PageRank is a typical pull-mode algorithm.

Alternating Least Squares (ALS): It was used by Zhou et al [36] to do recommendation in Netflix. The input to ALS is a sparse users by movies matrix R, where each entry contains the movie rating of each user. This algorithm uses U * R to simulate the ranking value. It iteratively refines U and V by computing the least square solution with the other fixed. ALS can easily fit into the graph computation framework if we consider the input matrix as a graph connecting users with movies [12].

Community Detection (CD): It is a simple community detection application based on label propagation [36]. Each vertex has a label value, which is assigned with the most frequent labels in its neighbors. Vertices with the same label are considered as a community.

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP): It is a typical push-mode application. A vertex will not do computation unless messages arrive to wake it up. A vertex uses only the incoming messages to update its value. After that, it can go to sleep. We use the SSSP algorithm to show that even the push-mode applications has no redundant vertex computation and message passing. Cyclops and CyclopsMT still outperforms Hama through the elimination of contention on communication and exploiting the parallelism and locality of multicores-based cluster.

All these algorithms can be trivially written/ported to Cyclops due to its synchronous nature with local semantics exported to the compute function. It requires 8 and 7 SLOCs to adapt the existing Hama implementation of PR and SSSP to Cyclops. We implement ALS and CD to both Hama and Cyclops and the code difference between Hama and Cyclops is only 10 and 6 SLOCs accordingly.
6.2 Experimental Setup

All experiments are performed on an in-house 6-machine multicore cluster. Each machine has a 12-core AMD Opteron 6168 CPU, 64GB RAM, 2x1TB Hard Drivers and 1 GigE network ports. We run HDFS on the same cluster for underlying storage layer, and use a graph ingress phase to load the graph to main memory before doing graph computation.

Table 1 lists a collection of large graphs used in our experiments. Most of them are from Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [27]. The Wiki dataset is from [15]. The dataset for the ALS algorithm is synthetically generated by tools provided from that used in the Gonzalez et al. [12]. The SSSP algorithm requires the input graph to be directed and weighted. Since the RoadCA graph is not originally weighted, we synthetically assign a weight value to each edge, where the weight is generated based on a log-normal distribution ($\mu = 0.4, \sigma = 1.2$) from the Facebook user interaction graph [34].

6.3 Overall Performance

Figure 9 summarizes the normalized performance of Cyclops and CyclopsMT compared to Hama with different configurations. Note that we evenly distribute workers in each machine, and run 8 threads at most on a single machine for CyclopsMT because JVM doesn’t scale well on large-scale multicore platforms and the JVM itself will create a number of auxiliary threads. The number of workers shown in figure for CyclopsMT is equal to the total number of threads.

As shown in Figure 9(1), Cyclops and CyclopsMT outperform Hama in all algorithms over different datasets with 48 workers. For PR, the speedup increases with the growing size of input graph.
number of messages increases because of the growing number of workers on each machine. With the increase, the configuration labeled 6x1x1 corresponds to Cyclops, which results performance degradation when the number of workers exceeds 24. The configuration labeled 6x1xT corresponds to CyclopsMT, which launch 1 worker with T threads on each machine. Because of the fixed number of worker, the overhead of communication and synchronization are also stable. The performance improvement mainly comes from vertex computation. The only contention in CyclopsMT is from the underlying hardware. Too many receiving threads would contend on CPU and network resources, thus CyclopsMT provides separate configuration to control interference. The best performance is from configuration labeled 6x1x8/2, which only launches 2 receiving threads for communication.

### 6.6 Impact of Graph Partitioning Algorithms

In all prior evaluation, we simply use the naive hash-based graph partitioning algorithm, which may result in an excessive amount of edges being cut. To study the impact of graph partition algorithm on Hama and Cyclops, we compare the performance using two graph partitioning methods (e.g., Hash-based and Metis [20]) with all algorithms on different datasets. Figure 11(1) depicts the average number of replicas for different number of partitions for Wiki dataset and Figure 11(2) shows the average number of replicas for different datasets on 48 partitions, using the hash-based and Metis partition algorithms. With the increase of partitions, the average number of replicas under the hash-based partition algorithm rapidly approaches the average number of edges per vertex. In contrast, Metis significantly reduces the average number of replicas.

In Figure 11(3), Cyclops and CyclopsMT using Metis significantly outperform their counterparts using hash-based partitions. However, Hama does not obviously benefit from the Metis partition algorithm, because the Metis partition algorithm only tries to minimize the total number of edges spanning machines while trying to balance vertices, and the vertices may be a little bit out of balance. In Cyclops, as the number of converged vertices rapidly increases along with graph computation, the degree and impact of imbalance for vertices will be decreased. However, Hama will remain imbalanced along all of its execution.

### 6.7 Ingress Time

The input graph is loaded from a text file stored in a distributed file-system (HDFS). The graph processing runtime then splits the file into multiple blocks and generates in-memory data structures by all workers in parallel. Each worker reads vertex from a block and sends vertices to their target workers according to the graph partition.
partition algorithm. Finally, each worker initializes its own vertices. Cyclops requires an additional phase to create replicas and refine vertices.

Figure 13(1) shows the breakdown of ingress time using 48 workers with different input graphs. We split the ingress time into graph loading (LD), vertex replication (REP) and vertex initialization (INIT). The overhead of ingress time in Cyclops is mainly from the vertex replication phase, and the rest portion of time is close to graph loading (LD) and vertex initialization (INIT). Cyclops requires an additional phase to create replicas and partition algorithm. The input graph is Wiki, and CyclopsMT is configured as 1 worker per machine with 8 threads. The maximum memory spaces allocated to Cyclops is larger than that in Hama. However, the number of Young and Full GC in Cyclops is actually less than Hama due to the elimination of redundant messages, which occupies a large number of memory in each superstep. CyclopsMT overall consumes much less memory per work than Cyclops and Hama, since it shares replicas among threads, and replaces the usage of internal message with memory reference.

6.8 Scale with Graph Size

To show how CyclopsMT scales with graph size, Figure 13(2) illustrates the execution time of ALS algorithm on dataset with a varying number of edges from 0.34M to 20.2M using 48 workers. The execution time only increases from 9.6 (for 0.34M) to 207.7 (for 20.2M) seconds, indicating that the performance of Cyclops compared to that of PowerGraph is actually less than Hama due to the elimination of redundant messages, which occupies a large number of memory in each superstep. CyclopsMT overall consumes much less memory per work than Cyclops and Hama, since it shares replicas among threads, and replaces the usage of internal message with memory reference.

6.9 Convergence Speed

To evaluate the convergence speed of Cyclops and CyclopsMT compared to Hama, we evaluate the L1-Norm distance to the final result as the execution time goes by. The final result is collected off-line, and the partial result of applications on Cyclops, CyclopsMT and Hama are dumped after each superstep. In Figure 13(3), both Cyclops and CyclopsMT significantly accelerate the convergence of PageRank on GWeb dataset compared to Hama.

6.10 Memory Consumption

As Cyclops needs some replicas for vertices to maintain the distributed immutable view, an intuitive impression is that Cyclops may significantly increase the memory consumption. To compare the memory behavior of Cyclops and Hama, we use jStat to evaluate the memory usage and the times of the garbage collection (GC) execution. Note that we configure the Hama and Cyclops are configured using Concurrent Mark-Sweep (CMS) collector as

Figure 13: (1) The execution time of graph ingress. H represents Hama, and C represents Cyclops (2) The scalability of Cyclops with ALS benchmark (3) The L1-Norm distance of Hama, Cyclops, and CyclopsMT on PageRank algorithm with GWeb dataset.

Table 2: The memory behavior per worker of Hama, Cyclops and CyclopsMT on PageRank algorithm with Wiki dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>LD (sec)</th>
<th>REP (sec)</th>
<th>INIT (sec)</th>
<th>TOT (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hama</td>
<td>53.7 / 50</td>
<td>2.1 / 2.1</td>
<td>1.9 / 1.9</td>
<td>57.7 / 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclops</td>
<td>4.5 / 4.0</td>
<td>0.3 / 0.3</td>
<td>0.3 / 0.3</td>
<td>4.9 / 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyclopsMT</td>
<td>3.8 / 3.5</td>
<td>0.2 / 0.2</td>
<td>0.2 / 0.2</td>
<td>4.1 / 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Message passing micro-benchmark results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#Message</th>
<th>Hama (sec)</th>
<th>PowerGraph (sec)</th>
<th>CyclopsMT (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5M</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25M</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50M</td>
<td>183.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>187.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.11 Communication Efficiency

We demonstrate the benefits of unidirectional communication of Cyclops by comparing the results of the message passing micro-benchmark using three different implementations. The micro-benchmark launches five workers to concurrently send messages to update the element of an array in master worker. Each message is a pair of index and value. The first implementation used by Hama is based on Apache Hadoop RPC lib. It uses a global queue to serially buffer messages from multiple senders, and uses an additional message parsing phase to update values to array. The second implementation used by PowerGraph is based on C++ Boost RPC lib, and it adopts the same method to send and parse messages. The last implementation used by Cyclops is also based on Apache Hadoop RPC lib, but it directly updates the messages from multiple senders to array without protection. As shown in Table 3, there is one order of magnitude performance slowdown between the implementations on Hama and PowerGraph, even using the same method. However, the implementation used by Cyclops has slightly better performance than PowerGraph, even if Cyclops uses a much worse RPC library as that in Hama, due to significantly less messages (see next section).

6.12 Comparing with PowerGraph

Since PowerGraph is the well-known distributed graph processing system, readers might be interested in how the performance of Cyclops compares to that of PowerGraph, even if PowerGraph
was written in C++. We use the bulk synchronous version as the opponent, since it has the best performance among three variants of PowerGraph. We use the CyclopsMT for comparison as PowerGraph is essentially multithreaded.

Table 4 summarizes the comparison between Cyclops and PowerGraph for PageRank algorithms with different datasets and graph partition algorithms. For comparison under hash-based graph partitioning, the similar hash functions are used to partition graphs based on vertex and edge for Cyclops and PowerGraph accordingly. Though the average number of replicas in Cyclops and PowerGraph are close, each vertex sends 5 messages in each superstep in PowerGraph, of which 3 are used in Gather and Apply phases and the other 2 are used in Scatter phase. Cyclops only requires at most 1 message for vertex in one iteration. Due to the improvement in communication, Cyclops outperforms PowerGraph on Amazon and GWeb datasets. However, for LJournal and Wiki datasets, the performance is affected more by vertex computation, which takes more than 25% and 39% of execution time in Cyclops, respectively. The improvement from communication is not enough to overcome the performance gap between languages.

For heuristic graph partitioning, Cyclops uses Metis algorithm and PowerGraph uses Coordinated Greedy algorithm to partition graphs. We did not use the same partition algorithm as the former tries to minimize edges to cut while the latter tries to minimize vertices to cut. As the average numbers of replicas are still comparable, the results are similar to that of hash-based partition.

7. RELATED WORK

Large-scale graph processing: The emergence of social network and web search has stimulated the development of a number of large-scale graph processing. MapReduce [11] and its relatives [17, 7] have been shown to effectively process web graphs by ranking pages [5] and other graph-related algorithms [25, 35]. Based on MapReduce and its relatives, there have been several systems such as PEGASUS [19], Presto [33], HADI [18] and MadLinQ [29] that extend such platforms for graph processing. However, the iterative nature and cross-computation dependence in typical graph algorithms may result in suboptimal performance for large-scale graph processing [22, 21, 12] on such platforms.

Piccolo [26] uses a distributed key-value table abstraction to allow computation on different machines to access shared and mutable states. Unlike Piccolo, the immutable view abstraction provides just read-only access to distributed shared graph views and thus is immune to possible data races and does not have to worry about consistency issues. Trinity [31] in an on-going research project that supports online graph processing, which, however, has to confront users from the consistency models. It also proposes to restrict message passing by buffering and aggregating messages in memory. However, it still requires message passing to access the cached messages. Kineograph [10] aims at online graph processing by using an epoch commit protocol on periodic snapshots, which may be beneficial for extending Cyclops to support incremental graph processing.

Bulk synchronous parallel: Since its first invention by Valiant [32], there have been a number of BSP library implementations, including BSPlib [16] and Greep BSP library [13]. There have also been several extensions to the BSP model, including the hierarchical BSP model [6], which is similar to the hierarchical processing optimization in Cyclops.

Graph Replication and Partition: Parallel BGL [14] distributes graphs by using a property map to store values corresponding to a vertex. It introduces the ghost cell, which allows a vertex to access values through the put/get interfaces to the property map. However, the ghost cell in parallel BGL is write accessible and an application-specific resolver is required to arbitrate and combine messages, which may cause consistency issues and incur burdens to programmers. In contrast, the immutable view provided in Cyclops allows read-only replication of vertices and is with clearer semantics and potentially better scalability due to elimination of frequent coherence messages. Pujol et al. [28] describe an online partition scheme that tries to minimize replicas of vertices through joint partition and replication. This can benefit Cyclops from reducing requires replicas without comprising load balancing. The Surfer [9] captures the network unevenness in cloud environments during graph partitioning by accounting both the machine topology graph and data graph. Such an integrated partitioning may improve performance of Cyclops running in cloud environments.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper identified issues with existing graph computation models and presented Cyclops, a synchronous vertex-oriented graph processing system that is easy to program and provide efficient vertex computation, yet with significantly less messages than prior systems. We showed that Cyclops performed comparably with PowerGraph despite the language difference due to less messages. A release of Cyclops is available at: http://ipads.se.sjtu.edu.cn/projects/cyclops/cyclops-snapshot-0.1.tar.gz

Cyclops currently has no support for topology mutation of graph yet, as its baseline system (i.e., Hama) does not have such a feature yet. We plan to add such support in our future work. Further, we currently evaluated Cyclops only in a small-scale in-house cluster. We plan to study its performance in a larger scale cluster using Amazon EC2-like cloud platforms. In addition, Some features of efficient software and hardware, such as zero-copy protocol in Ibs [3] and RDMA in Infiniband, can also benefit Cyclops. We will consider them in future work.
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